
MENU OPERATION
Setup is performed with the use of the unit’s 4 buttons, LCD panel and menu system.  The menu system
has five groupings of access to the setup parameters and this document will describe the menu items 
in the order that they appear on the menus.  There are two different methods in which the buttons 
operate.  Initially, the unit is in menu selection mode, as can be determined by the lack of a cursor.  In 
menu selection mode, the UP and DOWN buttons scroll through the menu options of the current 
group. To pick an option press the ENTER button.

Once an item has been selected with the ENTER button, value selection mode is indicated by the 
flashing cursor.  In value selection mode, the UP button sequences through the value range and the 
DOWN button changes the value in reverse sequence.  If the UP or DOWN button is held down, the 
rate of change will accelerate.  The displayed value is accepted by pressing the ENTER button, which 
will return to the menu selection mode.  Alternatively, ESCAPE can be pressed to abort changing the 
value and return to menu selection mode, re-displaying the initial value.

All menus require entry of a password. Once password entry is selected (by pressing the ENTER 
button), the next 8 buttons pressed are used as the password (including ESCAPE).  If the value entered 
does not match any known password, the system will return to “Setup Menu” and display or company 
name.  If no button is pressed within 3 minutes, the system will return to “Setup Menu.”
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Calibration

1) Select “Calibrate Now” from main menu
2) Use UP / DOWN buttons ON CONTROLLER to jog door to full OPEN position
3) Press enter button
4) Use UP / DOWN buttons ON CONTROLLER to jog door to full CLOSED position
5) Press enter button
6) Use PUSH BUTTON to cycle door to open position
7) Use PUSH BUTTON to cycle door to closed position
8) Screen should display “Calibration Complete”

This first high speed cycle must be done without any obstructions or the baseline profile will be 
set incorrectly.
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STARTUP MENU
 

COMPANY Company name
V7.XX DDMMMYY Software version identification

Manual Calibrate Calibrate to set limits
Door Location Reports the encoder location of the door

Sensor Status
Value may slowly increase over time without concern. Increased values of 
Sensor Status with each door movement may be caused by wiring 
interference or a damaged encoder

Input status
Scroll through this menu using the down/up buttons to show the activation 
type for each of the 8 Inputs and whether the input is Closed (1) or Open (0)

Input Status 
Input 1 Reports the Activation type for Input 1, and the status of the Input
Input 2 Reports the Activation type for Input 2, and the status of the Input
Input 3 Reports the Activation type for Input 3, and the status of the Input
Input 4 Reports the Activation type for Input 4, and the status of the Input
Input 5 Reports the Activation type for Input 5, and the status of the Input
Input 6 Reports the Activation type for Input 6, and the status of the Input
Input 7 Reports the Activation type for Input 7, and the status of the Input
Input 8 Reports the Activation type for Input 8, and the status of the Input

Activation 0 Input is disabled

Activation 1
Re-open/remain open when input is open 
(eg. N/C Photo detector)

Activation 2
Open/remain open when input is closed 
(eg. N/O Loop sensor)

Activation 3 Re-open/remain open when input is closed 
(eg. N/O Edge detector or N/O photo detector)

Activation 4
Open/re-open when input is closed
(eg. N/O Open only pull cord)

Activation 5
Close door when input is closed
(eg. N/O Close only pull cord)

Activation 6

If door is closed, will open door.
If door is open, will close door. 
If door is closing, will open door.
(eg. Remote Control)

Activation 7
Open door to partial open position
(eg. N/O Partial open)

Activation 8
Emergency Stop when input is open
(eg. N/C Stop Button)

Activation 9 Open limit switch (N/O)
Activation 10 Close limit switch (N/O)
Activation 11 Open limit switch (N/C)
Activation 12 Close limit switch (N/C)
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User Setup Menu
[Numbers in brackets are {min:max}]

Close delay {0:240}
Set the close delay timer, in seconds, that the door will remain 
fully open for before automatically closing.
** A value of 0 disables the close delay timer **

Re-Open delay {0:20}
Set the re-open delay in seconds, to control the length of time a 
door remains in a stop position before reversing from an 
obstruction or any “reopen” activation (ie photoeye).

Close over curr% {0:2000}

During the first high-speed cycle after calibration, the system 
records the current usage over the profile and uses this as a 
baseline for future closings.  If on a future closing the current 
required is more than this value over the baseline, the door will 
detect a collision and re-open

Close decel I% {200} 
Same as item above, but is the value during the door closing 
deceleration portion of the profile (just before the closing crawl 
gap).

Close clear +I% {0:2000}

Boost amount to apply to the above two parameters when 
clearing a previously detected collision.  This parameter can help 
prevent detection of new collisions when accelerating after 
clearing a previous collision

Open top speed {1:400} Target speed for high speed door movement on opening
Close top speed {1:400} Target speed for high speed movement of the door on closing

Dir Flip
Reverses what is considered normal open and close direction in 
the event that the motor is mounted backwards

Dynamic brake Enable (1) / disable (0) dynamic braking action

NoPause 

When enabled(1): on close after obstruction, system will close to 
obstruction point, pause to check for presence of obstruction 
and reopen or close from the point as appropriate

When disabled(0): system performs close profile without pause 
from open position

Password: ENT, DOWN, DOWN, ENT, ESC, ESC, ESC, ESC
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